Local regulation of subcutaneous blood flow and capillary filtration in limbs with occlusive arterial disease. Studies before and after arterial reconstruction.
The aim of the study was to examine the local blood flow regulation and the capillary filtration rate in patients with occlusive arterial disease before and after arterial reconstructive surgery. Fourty-seven normal subjects and 99 patients were studied. Subcutaneous blood flow was measured on the forefoot by the local 133Xenon method. Forefoot arterial blood pressure was measured indirectly by cuff and strain-gauge technique. Capillary filtration rate was measured by strain-gauge plethysmography on the forefoot. The arterial and venous pressures of the forefoot were changed by elevating or lowering the foot in relation to heart level. In normal limbs autoregulation was demonstrated during elevation of the limb when blood flow remained almost constant despite the reduction in arterial and perfusion pressures. The local vasoconstrictor response to increased venous transmural pressure was demonstrated when the limb was lowered and blood flow decreased about 30% despite a constant perfusion pressure. In limbs with occlusive arterial disease both local blood flow regulation mechanisms became progressively more abnormal the severe the symptoms and the lower the distal blood pressure. Estimations of the changes in local vascular resistance suggested that the abnormalities in blood flow regulation in all but the severest cases are the result of changes in local perfusion pressure rather than the result of inability of the arteriolar smooth muscle to dilate and constrict in response to changes in arterial and venous pressures. After arterial reconstruction the two mechanisms generally normalized within about a week. However, disturbances occurred in some cases in the early postoperative period, possibly as the result of postoperative pain and stress. Postreconstructive hyperaemia developed in most limbs despite the early normalization of local blood flow regulation. Compared with normal limbs, the forefoot capillary filtration rate was reduced in limbs with occlusive arterial disease. In the early postoperative period the filtration rate remained reduced, but it increased to normal values within three months. Postreconstructive oedema developed independently of the normalization of blood flow regulation, and almost exclusively after femoro-distal by-pass surgery. The study supports the hypothesis that the postreconstructive oedema is a lymphoedema due to surgical trauma, rather than the result of microvascular derangement.